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Series Two

The Consciousness of Abundance, Part 2*

 ~  Rooting Out the Belief in Lack and Limitation  ~

Good evening, my Friends.

Well, I guess we are to hear The Consciousness of Abundance, Part II tonight.

What if wealth has nothing to do with what you believe it has?; nothing to with what we 

think of as success, of dollars, of material investments, of material prosperity?

In other words, Who told you that you are naked? (Genesis 3: 11) Who told you that the 

corporeal form of you needs clothes, a house, dollars, security in themselves? Who told 

you that you can lack something of completeness, can be in need of fulfllment? As Adam 

and Eve discovered, to believe so leads to troublesome experience. 

Let us bring back to mind: “The heavens and the earth were fnished, and all the host of 

them. And on the seventh day [the fnished kingdom], God ended his work which he had 

made; and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he had made. And God 

blessed the seventh day [blessed the fnished kingdom], and sanctifed it: because that in it

he had rested from all his work.” (Genesis 2:1-3) 

God – the infnity of existence – is fnished. All the formation which God created and 

made is fnished, whole and complete, perfect, already manifested and demonstrated this 

instant of Now. “These are the generations of (the truth of, the principle of) the heavens 

and of the earth when they were (as they are) created (formed), in the day (in and as the is)

that the Lord God made (that the Lord God is] the earth and the heavens, and every plant 

of the feld before it was in the earth and every herb of the feld before it grew. (Genesis 2:4-5)

All (stop and deeply think about this word) . . . all is the seventh day, the fnished 

kingdom, the heavens and the earth, which means spirit and its infnite, omnipresent 
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form, which are one, not different or separate.

As always with truth (the evidence of truth, the awakening into our true identity), our job 

is to empty ourselves of belief so that the truth that is is revealed, rather than fll ourselves 

with truth “so that” truth is brought forth. Truth is already brought forth. Truth is already 

evident. Truth is already here. All the good you could possibly want and need plus an 

infnity more than you could ever sense you need is here where you are right now, fully 

real, visible and freely available to your immediate experience in the most practical way. 

Only belief hides wholeness and completeness from our experience. Empty ourselves of 

belief, and fulfllment is visible and tangible at our every step. Our vision has become clear

instead of foggy, and we see all that is.

Now, our work, when it comes to the consciousness of abundance, is to empty ourselves 

of all that is believed to be needed, all that we believe must happen, all that is believed to 

be involved in the presence of abundance, the reality of wealth in our hour by hour 

tangible experience. 

Think. Is it not true that when we read statements of truth, especially regarding wealth, 

that we believe something different will take place in our experience? We believe that 

orders for our product, our service, our treatment, our teaching will come about, that a 

new and fulflling customer will come to our place of business and give us an 

unexpectedly large order that contains enough margin in it to enable us to meet the 

fnancial demands we’re presented with? Or that a gift of money will somehow, from an 

unexpected person or source, come our way?; that a donation will be made, that an 

unexpected debt will be paid, that unexpected good fortune will somehow come our way, 

and hopefully in the next few days, enough for us to meet the fnancial demands of the 

day? Maybe a relative we didn't know we had will appear with a gift of money which just 

happens to be enough to meet our current fnancial demands; or an investment property is

given to us out of the clear blue sky, and we’re able to meet our demands by securing a 

loan against the property, or by selling it.

We believe that something human or material has to take place in order that our monetary 

responsibilities can be met with newly acquired monies.

Well, how has this belief worked for you? It didn’t work for me. I studied “supply” so 

long and thoroughly I could probably recite all the books by heart, if you asked me to. But 

did all my acquired knowledge actually bring me the needed supply? Did it fulfll the 
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demands made on me month by month? Not in the slightest. I managed to just scrape 

through each month, sometimes a little easier, sometimes harder, sometimes so close to 

the bone that it flled me with fear, for the good part of twenty years. But it was all by my 

extreme mental and material effort. Did that mental, material effort have anything to do 

with God? Of course not. Did it have anything to do with the realization of the infnity of 

God (fulfllment of all of life) embodied within us all? Of course not. Was it a resting in the

fnished kingdom of spiritual being witnessing the fulfllment of wealth at every occasion?

Of course not. It was the very opposite of resting in and beholding the fnished kingdom at

work. Well, that was my state of awareness in those early years; it is a state or period we 

all, by degree, come through.

Only God Is

Only God is, and God is spirit and truth. (John 4:24) God – spirit and truth – is the fnished 

heaven and earth – the fnished formation, the objective experience we have at this level of 

awareness. God is the inner and the outer. The only God and the only earth, the only 

person and thing, the only object is spirit and truth, which is forever whole and complete. 

All is the image and likeness of wholeness and completeness, God, spirit, truth. This is the 

only being, the only mind, the only body, the only form and activity, the only amount and 

condition. 

You are and have the fnished kingdom of “both” your spiritual being (heaven) and your 

objective spiritual sense or experience (earth and all the host of them). None other exists. 

You are that very presence, and you have it as your entire here-and-now universal form. 

When you observe or experience what seems to be a lack money, a lack of opportunity, a 

lack of prosperity, a lack of here and now objective fulfllment, recognize that that picture 

is a lie of belief, and immediately convert that lie into the realization of spirit and truth. 

Immediately switch your mind back to Genesis 2: 1-5 and see if the picture matches the 

truth we hear in this scripture. The heavens and the earth and all the host of them are 

fnished, blessed and sanctifed by God. Now, does the appearance (the picture) of lack or 

limitation match this truth? No. So it must be and is a lie. Therefore, ignore the lie and its 

appearance and immerse yourself in the spirit and truth of the fnished heavens and earth 

and all the host of them. 

Remember, the fnished kingdom is blessed and sanctifed by God. God is rested in the 

seventh day, in the fnished kingdom, from all his work which God created and made – 

which good (fulfllment) created and made. 
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Lack does not exist, limitation does not exist. Not one condition or circumstance in heaven 

or earth is unfulflled. None of corporeality is in need of clothes, none lacks even one grain

of its completeness, none is in need of fulfllment. All the wealth, all the money, all clients, 

customers, patients, students, friends are here with you and for you this instant. 

Everything of corporeal experience is already and forever fulflled because the corporeal, 

the outer sense, is not separate and different from God, but is itself just as much God as 

the inner. “When you make the two into one, and when you make the inner like the outer 

and the outer like the inner and the upper like the lower . . . then you will enter [tangibly 

see and have] the kingdom.” (Gospel of Thomas, Saying 22) Make all one and omnipresent, for no 

other reality exists. 

Realize the same truth about the life and health of the body. All that is needed for the 

health and vitality, the youthfulness, the purpose, the strength of the body is present right 

now, is active right now, is fulflled right now. The infnity and eternity of life itself is the 

very substance, form, activity and visibility of the body – the one God body objectively 

sensed as your body. This being true, your body has the one quality and condition of God 

and cannot have, be or show forth any different quality or condition. Do you see? Know 

this truth, rest in it, allow it to be what your body is and how it behaves, and you will 

experience it every day of eternity.   

All that is needed for wondrous, wise, intelligent, and purposeful love, whether between 

two, or within families, or as neighbors, colleagues, suppliers, customers, or students is 

present, operative, and self-fulflled here and now. All purpose and activity is fulflled. 

Not one being walks the earth without the fullness of purpose being completely real and 

evident as and to spiritual consciousness that all is.

Fulfllment is, but are we aware of it? Are we aware of fulfllment as being the only reality, 

visibly and tangibly evident? Or are we attempting to see and have fulfllment with 

human, physical, material awareness? If we attempt to gain God realization to fulfll our 

human, physical and material senses, we fail. When we realize God as and for God as 

being the one already existent all-of-all, we succeed and are then eternally free. 

God is the fnished heavens and earth and every form of them, every plant and herb of the 

feld (every substance and form and food of experience) before it springs up in our 

awareness, before we arrive at each step, before we are aware of every next moment. 

All wealth, health, love, harmony, peace, purpose – all of fulfllment – is fnished in the 
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heavens and the earth and only has to be realized, only has to be understood, only has to be 

accepted and trusted as being present and fnished, and only has to be rested in in order to be

felt, seen, and tangibly ours. 

“Ye are gods.” (Psalm 82:6; John 10: 34) Well, if God itself is rested in the seventh day because all 

the work is fnished in the heavens and the earth, then this is exactly what we are, and 

what we are to do, because we are the gods of our fnished heaven and earth. All is the 

fnished kingdom, therefore all that is required is resting in it to witness it – resting and 

beholding the fnished work, the fnished presence, the fnished reality within and 

without.

Does the belief in humanity and materiality being real in themselves correspond with 

Genesis 2:1-5 – the heavens and the earth and all the host of them are fnished? The 

heavens and the earth and all they constitute are spirit, not matter. So does the belief in 

humanity and materiality have any truth to them? No. Does the belief in something 

human or material needing to take place in order for supply to come to me in the form of 

dollars to meet fnancial demands have any truth? No.

I knew this intellectually but it hadn't yet sunk to the deeper level of spirit and soul in me. 

So I used to study every lesson on supply that I could fnd, meditate with it, try to gain the

consciousness of it – the oneness and omnipresence of God, which is supply, forever 

fulflled – then sit in silence feeling the peace within, and then get up and wait around 

humanly and materially waiting for the money to come. 

It never came. Why? Who told you that you are naked? That is why. Who told you that the 

corporeal form needs clothes, needs money, needs success? Who told you you can be in 

lack or limitation, can be in need of fulfllment? Who told you? Belief told you, not God.

God told us – God is – the very opposite. I am. I am all of all. I am the fnished heavens and 

the earth – the inner and the outer – and all they constitute. Heaven and the earth are one, 

are I, consciousness, the very same one substance, one presence, one life; the very same 

whole and complete existence – not only fnished, but so very divinely fnished that I, 

God, am rested, and have blessed and sanctifed the entirety of existence. I am visible to 

sense as individual being, therefore it is you that I have blessed and sanctifed. It is your 

consciousness, your life, your entire universe within and without. Every grain of the 

infnity of you is fnished, fulflled, blessed and sanctifed. 

All that you are and have is whole and complete and exists, in all its fulfllment, before you 
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become aware of it. Wherever you look, wherever you go, whatever you can imagine, 

there I am. Nothing exists except I, and I am the fnished heavens and earth, blessed and 

sanctifed. You have only ever been required to rest in me, rest in the fnished heaven and 

earth of you. Rest, and bear witness to the presence of I being the fulfllment of all in your 

experience.

The Practice

The practice of the presence of God is the one way of release from false experience. Only 

one way exists because only God exists, and God is one. Oneness is the one way. The 

Master explained it as the straight and narrow path. “Strait is the gate, and narrow is the 

way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that fnd it.” (Matthew 7:14)  It is popular these 

days to hear the suggestion that there are an infnite number of ways to God. I have not 

heard that from the Master. I have heard him say that the gate is straight and the way is 

narrow, and few there are that can muster the discipline to get through that straight gate 

and walk the narrow way. The lack of fruit we witness around the world suggests that it is

still true today. 

So let us call it the practice instead of a practice. The practice is this. Every time a lack 

appears to exist in your life, immediately recognize it as a lie of belief and the appearance 

of that lie. Then convert it. Immediately switch back to Genesis 2:1-5, and see if the picture 

of lack fts into truth.

 

It cannot be clearer: you and your entire earth are fnished, whole and complete in the 

most real and practical way; present as all fulflling form, no matter what that form is; no 

matter what material condition appears to present itself. All is God, therefore all is fulflled

even before we become aware of it, or before a picture of demand presents itself to us? 

Read this scripture over and over again. Immerse yourself in its profound and 

immediately releasing truth. Fill your mind with it. Keep your mind flled with God. Love 

God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind and with all your strength. 

Reading and realizing the truth of this scripture is loving God. The heavens and the earth 

are fnished, and all the host of them. And on the seventh day, the fnished kingdom, God 

ended his work which he has made; and he is rested on the seventh day from all his work 

which he has made. And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctifed it: because that in it 

he has rested from all his work which God created and made.
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When we catch even a glimpse of the truth that God has created (God is) every breath and 

step of us, and that because God is the fnished kingdom, every breath and step of us is the

fnished kingdom of individual you and me, the already present fulfllment of individual 

experience, we are free. 

But remember, we are spiritual not human, not material, so it is only when we withdraw 

our entire sensory faculty from human and material appearance, and immerse ourselves in

the spiritual, that we truly understand and can live by the fnished kingdom. 

“These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created.” These

are the generations of you and your experience “when you were created” – as your very 

being. You do not exist as an unfnished kingdom. You exist as the fnished kingdom of 

heaven and earth “in the day that the Lord God made the earth and the heavens, and 

every plant of the feld before it was in the earth, and every herb of the feld before it 

grew.”

As we immerse ourselves in this truth and then revisit all the beautiful truth statements 

about wealth, abundance, prosperity, we understand them; we have spiritual discernment,

and then we can rest in them as being the fnished kingdom of is, rather than as promises 

that will become true, that will somehow spark the activity of matter or humanity so that in 

one way or another our material dollars reach us in time to meet our material needs. 

Such continued belief is completely out of truth and leaves us unable to witness the 

abundant supply we inherently are and have. We remain in sensed lack and limitation 

while standing in the midst of infnite abundance! We remain having to make extreme 

mental and sometimes physical effort. We work mentally and physically sixteen, eighteen 

hours a day just to survive. Not one bit of truth exists in that picture.

Immerse yourself in this truth to make sure that you are empty of belief in the appearance 

of lack and want, and in the belief that something material or human has to take place in 

order that you have suffcient money to meet your fnancial responsibilities. Supply is, 

abundance is, prosperity is, success is – even as objectively sensed form – this instant of now. 

Immerse yourself in scripture, this scripture and every other scripture you can fnd that 

illustrates the truth of the ever-present abundance that you are and have as your very I or 

consciousness within and without. Then, put those scriptures down and contemplate their 

meanings yourself. 
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The activity of contemplating truth ourselves rather than only or mainly reading or 

listening to truth is our most powerful and fruitful “use” of consciousness. It wakes us up 

far quicker than reading or listening. The degree of our effort reveals itself as the degree of

fruitage in our experience. 

(Note: a marvelous book to work with to deepen spiritual realization is The Way of 

Awakening.*)

This is why it is so important to regularly, every day, fnd a quiet place away from family 

and business, a place quiet place where you will be undisturbed, turn off your phone and 

computer, and immerse yourself in truth. Be alone with God.

It is remarkable to me how even some long-term students cannot be without their phones 

and emails. As soon as their phone or email pings they jump out of meditation to attend to

incoming calls or messages. Would they not turn off their phones and emails if sitting with

the Master? Would they interrupt precious time with the Master to answer a phone or 

check an email? Of course not. So why dishonor themselves in this way? Consciousness is the

Master. We must honor it as such. 

Give yourself the gift of alone time, time to contemplate the truth and then time in silence 

to listen to and feel the truth. Listen to the Master. Listen to the God consciousness that 

you are. Your consciousness is the Master.

 

Your consciousness is God, forever imparting to you the absolute fulfllment of every step 

you take, every moment of your experience. Lift yourself up into a receptive attitude by 

contemplating truth (as we are doing here). Deny the lie; correct it in your own mind by 

turning straight to the straight and narrow truth. 

Spend many wondrous hours with Genesis 2:1-5, and then, by all means, once you have 

flled yourself with it to the point of practical realization, and once you feel it living you 

(this is the key) then, by all means, read or listen to other statements or versus of truth. But

do not rush from statement to statement or verse to verse in a frantic search for 

demonstrable truth. You already are and have the infnity of manifested and demonstrated truth. 

Depth of realization is the key, not flling the shallows of awareness with scores of different

truths.   

Be rid of the belief that the tangibility of supply is connected to or dependent on human or

material activity – of the movement of dollars from a person or organization to you via 
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some form of material means. Nothing is needed; all the supply of infnity is already right 

where you are. 

Read or listen to a little truth, then stop and contemplate for a few minutes, then read or 

listen a little more, then stop and contemplate some more. When you feel that you have 

contemplated enough for the moment, put the book or audio away and be still, and listen 

to or feel the presence and activity of consciousness within.

Consciousness is forever imparting the infnity of fulfllment to you at and as your level of 

understanding. You can be a farmer in the feld or a scientist in the laboratory. It matters 

not. As long as you are turned to God, and spiritually receptive, the every form of fulflled 

wealth, health, love, peace, harmony and happiness is visibly and tangibly present at and 

as your level of apprehension. 

Every plant and herb of the feld of consciousness is tangibly present before you need it, 

every amount of wealth and resource, every form and activity of health, of love, of 

harmony, of peace is present, visible and tangible before you need it, every ounce of 

knowledge, wisdom, and direction is present and tangible before you need it. And if you 

fnd yourself in the middle of a stormy situation or condition which seems, to all 

appearance, to be overwhelming, even impossible to overcome, fear not. It is never too 

late. Whatever forms of good are needed are unconditionally yours. There is no price to 

pay. They are already present, visible and tangible right where you are. Look up, that is 

all; stay in spiritual awareness, rested and receptive, and let spirit see for you. Your eyes 

will quickly be opened and you will behold every form of tangible fulfllment the situation

needs.   

The need is already fulflled, and eternally so. When you reach the point of being truly 

ready to withdraw from the material, to come in here to truth, to immerse yourself in truth 

and to sit silently witnessing – feeling – the presence and activity of God imparting itself to 

you within, you evidence it.

The time of evidenced God, fulfllment, is now. God is, now; and God is forever visible 

and tangible to its own consciousness. In other words, no situation you ever face is too far 

gone, too late, to heal or to witness fully resolved and freed. Even if all the medics on earth

tell you that you have only one hour left, it is not too late to refuse the lie, turn to truth, fll 

yourself with truth until that lie is out of your system, and then sit in silence and listen to 

the fully formed consciousness that you and all in your world is – the consciousness of 

fulfllment, the fnished kingdom of heaven and earth existing as you – and to witness 
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every discord, disease, lack or limitation dissipate to reveal fulfllment and freedom. 

Never believe it is too late. That itself is the biggest lie. It does not matter if you are 

threatened with bankruptcy, or if the bailiff is knocking at your door; it does not matter if 

your family seems to be irreparably discordant, if your home is under one sort of threat or 

another, if your career or business seems to be at an end, or if your whole world seems to 

be turned upside down. It is never too late to reject the lie, turn to truth, immerse yourself 

in truth, contemplate the truth, then sit empty and silent letting truth itself (consciousness 

itself) reveal the harmony and fulfllment that is the one actual reality and presence to you 

at your very level of apprehension.

Then, when you get up from your silence, from feeling the presence and activity of God 

within, the visible forms of fulfllment are quickly witnessed. Only make sure that you do 

not get redrawn into the trap of believing the material appearance. The appearance may 

remain the same for an hour or for a few hours, but the presence and activity of truth is 

dispelling the illusion within you from the instant of your feeling it within. Stand still, and

behold the dispelling of false sense, and all will quickly be revealed as fulflled and free. 

“Stand ye still, and see the salvation of the Lord, which he will show to you this day.” 

(Exodus 14:13) 

Your job and mine is to continually reject appearance in itself. It is hard work to begin 

with but it gets easier until it becomes our natural way of being. It is living spiritually. It is 

letting God live us instead of belief tempting us to struggle and labor for our good. Reject 

every appearance as being reality in itself, including the subtle belief in something 

needing to take place in order for your fulfllment to be experienced, for your healing, for 

your prosperity, for your love to be tangibly evident. 

If we stay trapped in belief, we cannot experience God. We cannot experience the 

abundance of fruits that are in the feld before we become aware of needing them, the 

plants and herbs that fll the felds to overfowing, fnished and complete, fully grown, 

fully evident before we become aware of needing them. 

Make sure that you work deeply with these truths to completely empty yourself of the 

entire belief in and attachment to materiality. Your good is present this instant. All the 

abundance you could ever need is present now. It is limitless, it is inexhaustible. If ten 

thousand people in need of food came to your front door today, you can feed them as long

as you are being the consciousness of omnipresent infnity within and without. 
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But if you continue to separate and divide, believe that ten thousand hungry human 

people need ten thousand servings of material food, and that your contemplation of God, 

and your sitting in silence listening for infnity will somehow result in a “connection” 

being made and material food arriving from somebody’s act of love and generosity, you’ll 

never see that food, and nor will the hungry people. 

If you can reject the entire human and material scene and its seemingly mechanical 

avenues of fulfllment, and totally immerse yourself in the infnity and omnipresence of 

spirit, realizing that fulfllment is and has eternally existed in all its fnished, visible form 

before it is in the feld – before we become aware of a need, before it presents itself to us as

a seeming need; if you can realize that the seeming need and its instant fulfllment are one 

and the same presence (God), then never will you separate and divide and attempt to 

bring fulfllment to that belief. All is forever fulflled because all is forever God.

Never separate and divide. Stay in and as one, forever fulflled. It is by the degree that you

stay in the consciousness of one and rest there as a god, a god of the fnished heavens and 

earth and all the host of them, that you are being the consciousness of fulfllment. Do you 

see? Then every demand that presents itself to you is quickly and tangibly witnessed as 

the fulfllment it is. 

You have to be fulfllment in order to see it. If anything of separation and division is left in 

us it will remain unfulflled in our experience. Hear that very deeply. If anything of 

separation and division is left in us it will remain unfulflled in our experience because our

experience is a mirror image of our state of consciousness.

 

If we are the consciousness of un-fulfllment (separation and division) then we experience 

un-fulfllment. But the moment we are the consciousness of fulfllment (oneness) we are 

the fnished heavens and earth and all the host of them, which are blessed and sanctifed 

by God – visible and tangible to sense. 

When we realize that we are the gods of our worlds, and we maintain ourselves in the 

consciousness of fulfllment despite appearance, then we are the cause of fulfllment to 

every appearance. We are appearance fxers. We are that presence on earth that dispels the

fog of illusion to reveal the fulfllment of truth.

All that constitutes the earth (objective sense) is eternally fulflled and tangibly formed 

before it is in the feld of sense (before sense detects it). “The earth is the Lord's, and the 

fullness thereof . . . The earth is full of the goodness of the Lord . . . Oh Lord, how manifold
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are thy works!; the earth is full of thy riches.” (Psalms 24:1; 33:50; 104:24; 1 Corinthians 10:26; 28)

Everything of your next hour, your tomorrow and your year is already fnished and 

fulflled. When you are being what fulfllment is – when you are being the consciousness of

God, of one – it shines through the avenue of mind revealing itself as fulflled (true) form. 

Just as sunlight shines through the tree-lined avenues of the countryside revealing the 

glory of life, form, and color, so the consciousness of fulfllment shines through the 

avenues of mind revealing the infnite and abundant good of God. 

And so, when a sense of need or demand is presented to us and we are able to reject it, just

like that, as a false appearance of belief (and if we cannot yet reject it on the spot, then we 

turn to truth, fll ourselves with and lift our awareness into truth, contemplate that truth 

until we feel the release from the picture), and then rest in the silence of the fnished 

kingdom, fulfllment imparts itself within us. Then, as we stay in and as the consciousness 

of oneness without a single sense of unfulflled person, thing or condition in us, we 

quickly see the fulfllment of the picture. We see the need fulflled, the healing taken place,

the hungry fed, the bills paid; we see boundless opportunity come to our front door, and 

all the resources to fund every opportunity, right where we are.

Examine the beliefs you hold concerning wealth, prosperity, supply. Shine a light on the 

multitude of believed human and material activities required in order for suffcient 

amounts of money to make its way to you to meet each demand. There are a hundred 

beliefs around every fnancial condition. Identify each and every one and say ”no” to 

them. Realize that all that infnity is and has exists fully tangible and visible right where 

you are this instant; that the I of you you is and already has all the supply you could ever 

need to instantly fulfll every demand. 

Reach back into scripture and do your work, and most importantly, maintain the 

consciousness of abundance. The work of rooting out belief and maintaining the 

consciousness of abundance is a moment by moment work. It’s a discipline. It’s staying on 

the straight and narrow path. And remember what the Master told us about the straight 

and narrow path. The harvest is rich, the fruits are abundant, and are already white for 

harvest. Indeed they are. The effort is well rewarded. 

The fnished kingdom of heaven and earth are you and your every earthly experience – 

infnite and omnipresent as your every fulfllment before your awareness of it. Do the 

work, my friends. It is the work of forever releasing yourself from the bondage of material 

lack and limitation, of stepping into the freedom of infnity and omnipresence here on 
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earth. 

Not only your freedom, of course, but it is the feeding of the people, feeding the earth with

truth, with the consciousness of abundance, the forms, the harmony, the peace of freedom,

of life, of justice, of equality. It is saving and comforting those who are not yet aware of 

their truth. It is rescuing people from their struggles and from their pain. It is releasing 

them from the prison of belief. 

This is a work far greater than we can realize, but we witness its fruits. “By their fruits ye 

shall know them.” By our consciousness of abundance, by our consciousness of the 

fnished heaven and earth evidencing itself through us we are able to feed the world, we 

are able to be the light of the world, the health, the supply, the harmony, the freedom of 

the world. 

And so let us devote ourselves to this wondrous work of realizing our truth and baring 

witness to its perfectly evidence everywhere we go, not only for us but for all in our 

consciousness. 

Let us sit for a couple of minutes together.

Thank you, thank you, my friends,

Paul

P.S. *The Consciousness of Abundance, Part 2 is a self-complete message. Curious and hungry

nature will make you want Part 1 too, but there is no need for it. I chose this transcript as a

complete and clarifying message. Work, meditate, and be silent with this message and you

will bear witness to rich fruits of abundance in every category of life.

*The Way of Awakening by Paul F. Gorman. Available at Amazon and book stores, and free 

to read at Miracle Self Books Online.
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